Instructions: Answer the following questions using www.RUReady.ND.gov.

1. Log in to www.RUReady.ND.gov
2. Click on the CAREER PLANNING Tab
3. Click on EXPLORE CAREERS
4. Under BROWSE CAREER CLUSTERS, choose a cluster.
   a. My Career Cluster is: ____________________________________________
5. Once you have selected your Career Cluster, review the five tabs on the left side of the screen. List each tab below and briefly explain what you find under each tab:
   1. ________________________  Gives an introduction to the cluster, gives an employment outlook, and The Buzz, which shows employment trends, opportunities, and self-employment possibilities
   2. ________________________
   3. ________________________
   4. ________________________
   5. ________________________
6. Choose a Career from the Cluster you have chosen. The Career you choose will be the Career you explore today.
   My Career is: _______________________________________________________

When choosing a career to explore, pay attention that it has the Full Profile with Insider Info, the full red circle, which will provide all of the information necessary to complete the worksheet. Insider Info Only careers may not have all of the information you need.
7. Does your Career include **Insider Info**?  ☐ Yes  ☐ No

8. Under **What They Do**, what are three things a person does in this career?
   1. __________________________________________________________________________
   2. __________________________________________________________________________
   3. __________________________________________________________________________

9. List two of the working conditions of the career:
   1. __________________________________________________________________________
   2. __________________________________________________________________________

10. Under **Is This For You?**, list two of the Work Values and two of the Aptitudes you should have for this career:

    | Work Values | Aptitudes |
    |-------------|-----------|
    | 1.          | 1.        |
    | 2.          | 2.        |

11. Under **Skills You Need**, list two Basic Skills, two Transferable Skills, and two Workplace Skills you will need for this career:

    | Basic Skills | Transferable Skills | Workplace Skills |
    |--------------|---------------------|------------------|
    | 1.           | 1.                  | 1.               |
    | 2.           | 2.                  | 2.               |

12. Under **What to Learn**, what is the education level for occupations within the career you selected?

   __________________________________________________________________________

13. Under **What to Learn**, what are some programs you should consider if you’re interested in this career?

   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________________________
14. Under *Money and Outlook*, answer the following questions:

Does this page include *NORTH DAKOTA EARNINGS*?  ☐ Yes  ☐ No
If you answered yes, answer the following questions:

- What is the Entry Annual Wage? _____________________________
- What is the Entry Hourly Wage? _____________________________
- What is the Experienced Hourly Wage? _______________________

Does this page include *NORTH DAKOTA REGIONAL EARNINGS*?  ☐ Yes  ☐ No
If you answered yes, answer the following questions:

- What Regions are included under *North Dakota Metropolitan Area Wages*? Include the Entry Level Salary or Hourly Wage for each Region shown: ______________________________________
  ___________________________________________________________________
  ___________________________________________________________________

15. Under *Money and Outlook*, look at North Dakota’s Employment and Outlook (state-wide) and answer the following questions:

Does this page include *NORTH DAKOTA’S EMPLOYMENT AND OUTLOOK*?  ☐ Yes  ☐ No
If you answered yes, answer the following questions:

- Summarize the information provided in this section for your occupation: _________________________
  ___________________________________________________________________
  ___________________________________________________________________

16. What information do you find under the *Connections* tab? _______________________________

17. What kind of activities do you find under the *Real Life Activities* tab? ___________________
REFLECTION: Answer the following questions about the career you explored:

1. List two or three things you learned about this occupation that you did not know previously?

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Was this occupation what you expected? ☐ Yes ☐ No

3. If not, explain why?

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

4. After exploring this occupation, are you still interested in it? ☐ Yes ☐ No